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The farthest reaches of human experience have never been more accessible 
than they are today. Through NOTEs—non-ordinary transcendent 
experiences—millions of people around the world are tapping into a 
wellspring of wisdom, profound personal power, creativity, and living truly 
exceptional lives. But integrating transformative experiences in meaningful 
and sound ways is a life-long art. 

Through in-depth explanations and inspiring first-person accounts,  
The Power of NOTEs will equip you to transform your NOTEs into  
powerful allies that will help you craft the life you most desire. If you 
have ever had a near-death experience, spiritual awakening, out-of-body 
experience, or any other extraordinary experience that seemed to defy 
the laws of reality as you knew it, then The Power of NOTEs is the guide 
you need to help harness the knowledge and perspective gained to elevate  
your life to the next level of being.
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Dr. Nicole Gruel—author, speaker, transformational coach, and 

descendant from a long line of samurai—has spent over two 

decades exploring human potential. After a near-death experience 

and sudden loss of several family members, she was thrust into 

the complex field of non-ordinary realms, where she learned how 

to collaborate with their capacity for positive change. She has 

made it her life mission to help others who experience NOTEs to 

make the most of these exceptional events and share their gifts  

with the world. 
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Praise for  
The Power of NOTEs

“As William James pointed out, what we think of as ‘normal’ awareness is just 

one out of a whole spectrum of different states. With great clarity and energy, 

Nicole Gruel explains why non-ordinary states have such significance and may 

even hold the key to our future as a species.”

—Steve Taylor, PhD, author of The Leap and Spiritual Science 

“This book is a wonderful support for those who experience non-ordinary 

transcendent experiences (NOTEs) and a clear perspective to help everyone 

understand their potential for life transformation. Gruel blends the perspective 

of noted scientists and psychiatrists like Carl Jung with remarkable stories of 

experiencers and offers ways to integrate the insights from these moments 

into the flow of life. She offers an impressive contribution to the field of 

transpersonal psychology and spiritual emergence.”

—Bonnie Greenwell, PhD, 

Psychotherapist, Non-dual teacher, and author of  

When Spirit Leaps: Navigating the Process of Spiritual Awakening. 

www.kundaliniguide.com and www.awakeningguide.com

www.kundaliniguide.com
www.awakeningguide.com
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“Dr. Gruel offers a unique glimpse into a very personal human experience which 

affects many of us and the ones we love. Reading The Power of NOTEs will help 

you feel more connected to others and increase understanding not only your 

experience but how your personality make-up affects how you interpret and 

integrate these experiences. This text is a valuable contribution to the field for 

novice and researcher alike!”

—Ryan Rominger, PhD, Center for Leadership Studies  

and Educational Research, University of Phoenix

“This is the first of its kind, a qualitative and quantitative study of non-ordinary 

transcendent experiences. Gruel, in assessable language, provides a guide to 

understand and potentially benefit from important life experiences. I can highly 

recommend NOTEs, it has certainly enhanced my Jungian psychoanalytic 

practice.” 

—Barbara Miller, PhD, Anthropologist,  

Jungian Analyst (IAAP) in private practice and former solo-cellist in the Radio 

Philharmonic Orchestra of the Netherlands

“Nicole Gruel explores in this thoughtful work the secret 

of psychological transformation—NOTEs and also equally 

importantly what to do with them. This is a deep and, the 

same time, practical book that should find a wide readership.”

—Murray Stein, PhD,  

Training and Supervising Analyst at ISAPZURICH,  

author of Outside, Inside and All Around and The Bible as Dream



PRAISE FOR THE POWER OF NOTES 

“A deeper understanding of NOTEs has the potential to change 

attitudes, which is integral to the global paradigm shift that 

is occurring. This wonderful book comprehensively explains 

what NOTEs are and is full of cross-cultural examples 

that encapsulate these often poorly understood, ineffable 

experiences. It is essential reading for anyone trying to 

understand their own experience as well as for anyone who is seeking to learn 

more about these increasingly reported experiences; I highly recommend it.”

—Dr. Penny Sartori, author of The Wisdom of  

Near-Death Experiences, co-author with Kelly Walsh  

of The Transformative Power of Near-Death Experiences 

www.drpennysartori.com

“Dr. Nicole Gruel has written an inspirational book that brings 

the subject of Non-Ordinary Transcendent Experiences ‘alive’ 

in a very accessible way. She weaves stories of people’s 

life-changing transformational encounters, and how these 

experiences are linked to a transcendent dimension found 

in eight psychological types. This excellent book underlines 

the importance of humanity’s connection to a living mystery, which awakens 

our innate potential for transformation. Take NOTE—this book shows how a 

profound shift in collective consciousness is well underway.”

—Mick Collins, PhD, transformational coach 

 and author of The Visionary Spirit: Awakening  

to the Imaginal Realm in the Transformocene Age  

www.drpennysartori.com
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“In a buoyant and passionate writing style, Nicole Gruel has 

reminded us that we walk in mystery, and that the mystery at 

the borders of consciousness is beneficent. With Hamlet and 

his own NOTE, she affirms, ‘There are more things in heaven 

and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.’”

—James Johnston, Architect of  

The Gifts Compass Inventory (GCI), Author of Jung’s Indispensable Compass: 

Navigating the Dynamics of Psychological Types  

and The Call Within: Navigating Life With Inner Guidance 

www.giftscompass.com

“Dr. Nicole Gruel’s common-sense and inspirational style of 

writing, along with her ability to blend research with direct 

experience, makes this book the new required reading in the 

field of Spiritual Emergence and Emergencies. Her ability 

to address complex theories and research in way that is 

readable will enable both professionals and experiencers 

alike to develop an understanding of and appreciation for, the potential of 

NOTEs to create transformative shifts in a person’s conscious growth. Not only 

is it difficult for experiencers to shape into language the experience they have 

undergone, but it is also difficult to explain the personal challenges and changes 

most NOTEs create. This encouraging book will help solve that problem. 

Nicole’s graceful handling of these issues gives us a common language we 

can use to communicate regarding these experiences which helps create a  

much-needed bridge of understanding between the experiencer and the non-

experiencer.”

—Elizabeth J. Sabet, PCC, ASCLC,  

President of The American Center for the  

Integration of Spiritually Transformative Experiences,  

Transformational/Transpersonal Coach 

www.elizabethjsabet.com

www.giftscompass.com
www.elizabethjsabet.com


DeDiCaTiOn

This book is dedicated to all those whose lives  

are anything but ordinary.

May you find your gifts, use them well,  

and shine unapologetically bright.

You are here to do amazing things.
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fOrewOrD

NOTEs bring us to the threshold of our known experience,  

provocatively whispering: “So, what do you want to do now?”

As I started to make some notes to prepare this foreword, my left ear 

started to burn. I held it in acknowledgement and my eyes filled with 

tears of gratitude. You see, this is my sign that a spirit is close by, that 

I am ‘in the flow’. 

I smiled as I read Nicole’s line about the paradoxical sense of 

cosmic humour, realising that to an outsider who had no prior 

knowledge of this world of NOTEs, the scenario I’ve just described 

would look like complete madness. Madness!—that intangible 

construct humanity has created to describe experiences we don’t 

yet understand, experiences that we cannot yet put into a logical 

box. That is the very thing I love about this book, it encapsulates the 

profundity of these experiences in such a light-hearted way, and 

grounds their seemingly illogical nature into a simple, tangible, and 

most enjoyable read.

I would like to extend my immense gratitude to Nicole for providing 

a bridge for this ineffable magic of the Universe to travel into the 

world of academia. It’s an absolute honour to be invited to write a 

foreword for this book, not only because it’s an incredible work of art, 

but because I so highly respect this down-to-earth, humble doctor. 

She’s certainly one who walks her talk. Nicole gently takes us by the 
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hand and, as if using a machete through thick undergrowth, clears a 

way for us to see through complex issues and gaze upon the beautiful 

flora that was always growing in the darkness, waiting for us to give 

it air to breathe. 

This book clearly demonstrates the global context of these  

issues through the transcultural nature of the personal stories. Here 

ensues a global awakening. We are amidst a collective paradigm shift 

and with the necessary breakdown that precedes this shift, we are 

seeing a rise in the chaos of our current world. We discovered this 

mirroring of the micro (personal) and macro (global) contexts in the 

#EmergingProud film, and although our experiences naturally contain 

some cultural biases according to the ancestral traumas needing 

to be healed from one country to another, there are overarching 

similarities in our NOTEs wherever we happen to be in the world. 

This is indeed a universal phenomenon and one that we are called to 

unite on. As we also stated at the end of the #EmergingProud film, our 

survival as a species may actually depend on their acknowledgement. 

Contained within these pages is pure golden information, not 

just in words, but validation for those of us who’ve experienced a 

NOTE or more. It provides much-needed nourishment for the heart,  

mind and soul. 

I swear there will be a sequel written about this book as I am 

reading the manuscript: “The transformative power of ‘The Power of 

NOTEs’ book.” I feel like I’m reading something that perfectly illustrates 

the holographic nature of the universe yet, it’s written with such ease 

and grace. That is powerful. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/emergingproud?source=feed_text


FOREWORD

The Power of NOTEs will bring you to the threshold of your known 

experience and provocatively whisper: “So what do you want to do 

now?” I urge you to read this book and then ask yourself this question.  

I dare say it could even transform the way you live, love, and lead.

This is not just a book; Nicole has gifted you an experience. 

Katie Mottram

Founding Director of the International Spiritual 

Emergence Network, activist, filmmaker, and 

author of Mend the Gap: A Transformative Journey 

from Deep Despair to Spiritual Awakening
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NOTEs
A non-ordinary transcendent experience is a rare and unfamiliar 

event that takes you beyond your regular understanding of 

yourself and the world.
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C H a p T E r  1

HumaniTy’s  

besT-kePT seCreT

Have You Ever Had an Experience That  
Radically Changed Your Life?

As astronaut Edgar Mitchell returned from the moon on Apollo 14, 

he looked out a window at the vast velvety blackness of space. It 

had, of course, been a historical and remarkable trip into outer space, 

but it was the vision of Earth, that fragile blue sphere suspended 

in the cosmos, that was ultimately going to alter the course of his 

life. Cruising through the infinity of space on the three-day journey 

back home, he experienced a grand epiphany that filled him with an 

ecstatic sense of unity and universal connectedness. Suddenly, he 

knew that every single molecule of his body was an intimate part of 

an inexpressibly large conscious intelligence as ancient as the stars. 

In one instant, all his previous beliefs were scrambled, and he knew 

he’d never be quite the same again.
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What Mitchell experienced, like so many before him and so many 

after him, was a non-ordinary transcendent experience, a NOTE. It 

was non-ordinary in that it was a rare and unfamiliar event, and 

it was transcendent in that it took him beyond his conventional 

understanding of himself and the world. This one exceptional moment 

had the power to transform him from an explorer of outer space to 

one of inner space, a journey he devoted the rest of his life to in the 

quest to bridge science and spirit.

Now, it would be easy to assume that such a climactic epiphany 

would lead to a happy-ever-after scenario. Yet, as we know from 

experience, life doesn’t typically have fairy-tale endings. We humans 

are far more complex than simple plot lines. We are life in motion 

and continual co-creative evolution. Like Mitchell, many NOTEs 

experiencers soon discover their experiences are, in fact, just the 

beginning of a new kind of life adventure that persistently and 

tantalizingly beckons them to a new way of being in the world.

Experiencers discover that NOTEs  

aren’t the end goal but a seed-like 

invitation to a life that offers so 

much more. The evolving nature 

of the awakening process might 

frustrate those who believe an 

awakening experience itself is the 

ultimate goal, perhaps having spent 

years in dedicated pursuit of eternal 

enlightenment. It’s not to say such 

NOTEs bring us to the 
threshold of our known 

experience and then 
provocatively whisper,  

What do you want  
to do now?
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a way of being isn’t attainable, only that as the Zen saying goes, 

“Before enlightenment: Chop wood, carry water. After enlightenment: 

Chop wood, carry water.” In other words, a NOTE itself isn’t the  

game-changer; it’s what we choose to do with such experiences that 

ultimately determines our quality of life, our capacity to love, and the 

contributions we make to the lives of others.

NOTEs bring us to the threshold of our known experience and 

then provocatively whisper, What do you want to do now?

NOTEs in a Nutshell

The acronym NOTE was coined by transpersonal psychologist 

William Braud.1 He was looking for a way to weave together  

the three fields of paranormal research, exceptional human 

experiences, and transpersonal psychology. Each of these fields 

has contributed significantly to furthering our understanding of  

non-ordinary states of consciousness, but they have divergent 

approaches to exploring them.

Braud was a big believer in the transformative power of  

NOTEs, including their benefits to individuals and society when 

properly understood, nurtured, and celebrated. He observed that 

what a person considers non-ordinary is relative to their sense of 

what’s familiar or not. For example, seeing a ghost is more out of  

the ordinary than having a dream.

Given its wide scope, the umbrella term NOTEs is a convenient 

way to encompass hundreds of types of experiences, all of  

which, amazingly, are uniquely shaped to each individual that 

experiences them. 
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NOTEs can happen to anyone, at any place, at any time, regardless 

of gender, age, culture, education, belief system, personality, state of 

mind, or political leaning. They can happen in the stillness of sleep or 

in the midst of a war zone. They can be intensely pleasurable or deeply 

disturbing. Some of the more well-known NOTEs now appearing in 

popular media include peak experiences, near-death experiences 

(NDE), extrasensory perception (ESP), out-of-body experiences 

(OBE), mystical experiences, spiritual crises, paranormal encounters, 

psychedelic-induced experiences, inner visions, superhuman 

abilities, and the “dark night of the soul.” These are but a handful of 

the colorful kaleidoscope of NOTEs that experiencers report. 

Less exotic but no less significant 

are NOTEs that most of us can more 

easily relate to, such as falling in 

love, the birth of a child, a significant 

dream, being moved deeply by music, 

or the loss of a loved one. What all 

these experiences have in common is 

that they transcend our usual sense 

of time, place, and identity. There’s 

often something sacred, intense, and 

profoundly impactful about them. 

These experiences stay with us, 

whether we understand them or not. During a NOTE, time can feel 

suspended or warped, and our usual dimensions of space and place 

are altered. NOTEs are not always sudden events; they can also 

unfold slowly and more gently over extended periods of time. When 

they happen, aspects of self and the world suddenly seem more vivid 

and real than anything we’ve experienced before. We transcend our 

usual boundaries of who we think we are. The world as we’ve known 

it up to that moment looks different now.

NOTEs can happen to 
anyone, at any place, 

at any time, regardless 
of gender, age, culture, 

education, belief  
system, personality,  

state of mind,  
or political leaning.
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NOTEs have been with us a long time. They’re also known by 

names like spiritually transformative experiences,2 religious or 

mystical experiences, quantum changes,3 spontaneous awakening 

experiences,4 and states of grace.5 I’m rolling with the acronym 

NOTEs, as it’s easy to remember and seems to fit these experiences, 

much like musical notes punctuating and accentuating the underlying 

harmony of one’s life. 

For those who have had NOTEs, you’re in interesting company. 

Throughout history, many of our most revered artists, musicians, 

scientists, inventors, and leaders experienced NOTEs, helping them 

generate new creative breakthroughs and wisdom that continue 

to influence us today. Without NOTEs, we wouldn’t have Einstein’s 

theory of relativity, Van Gogh’s masterpieces, Joan of Arc’s military 

might, Martin Luther King’s prophetic politics, Plato’s philosophies, 

Rumi’s poetry, Mozart’s musical legacy, Frank Baum’s Wizard of 

Oz, Bob Marley’s reggae vibes, or Steve Jobs’ Apple computers. 

The world’s major religions all sprang from encounters with the 

divine during a NOTE. We wouldn’t even have chocolate if it weren’t 

for the ancient Maya and Aztecs who revered cacao and used it  

to induce NOTEs.

What Kind of NOTEs Have You Had?

There are more than 500 potential NOTEs that we can categorize into 

nine classes.6 Tick as many as may apply to you:

 � Death-related experiences: These include actually dying, NDEs, 

experiences associated with the moment of death, communication 

with the dead, and memories between lives.
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 � Desolation or nadir experiences: These are dark experiences on 

the light-and-dark continuum. They include the dark night of the 

soul as well as devastating experiences that may trigger NOTEs, 

such as disaster, abuse, or life-threatening illness.

 � Dissociative experiences: These are experiences, such as 

automatic writing or channeling that happen when we enter an 

altered or dissociated state of consciousness.

 � Encounter experiences: Here we confront something wondrous 

or awesome, like a spectacular view or moving music, or 

alternatively come into contact with something that’s not 

supposed to be there, like a UFO.

 � Exceptional human performance and feats: These experiences 

extend the limits of human expectation and can be anomalies for 

the performers or spectators, like levitation.

 � Healing experiences: This involves healing beyond the bounds 

of allopathic medicine, an example being spontaneous remission.

 � Mystical experiences: These experiences connect us with 

something previously considered separate from or outside 

of ourselves or nonexistent in a way that can be divine  

and/or ecstatic.

 � Peak experiences: Coined by Abraham Maslow, these are a 

broad category of subjective, spontaneous, ecstatic experiences 

that help us actualize our human potential.

 � Psychical experiences: These are interactions with people,  

life-forms, objects, and environments in ways that are not 

explainable by known mechanical means, like ESP.
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A Secret Ingredient to Living up to  
Our True Potential
NOTEs are an important aspect of the human experience that help 

point toward and awaken the desire, curiosity, and courage to explore 

more of what life could be. The real power of NOTEs is in their ability 

to compel us to reach for dreams we never thought possible, to get in 

touch with and nurture what makes us feel truly alive, and to discover 

even more of what it is to be our most natural self. 

Then, as we choose to step consciously and continuously into  

more of whom we’re becoming in each unfolding moment, the 

possibilities become endless and limited only by our imagination and 

willingness to take action. For many 

experiencers, tasting our core self is 

the greatest gift of a NOTE. It brings 

home the understanding that when 

we live from this place, we can’t help 

but live out our true potential. 

One reason NOTEs are so 

effective in kick-starting our potential 

is because of their ability to disrupt 

the habitual mind. Direct experience 

of something beyond the bounds 

of the ordinary tends to shake our 

lives up in a way perfectly suited 

to our particular situation. These 

transcendent experiences tend to dramatically alter our regular 

modes of operation and the familiar paradigms regulating our 

assumptions about how things ought to be.

The real power of NOTEs 
is in their ability to compel 
us to reach for dreams we 

never thought possible, 
to get in touch with and 
nurture what makes us 
feel truly alive, and to 
discover even more of 

what it is to be our  
most natural self.
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Such disruption is often our first experience of the great, 

seemingly twisted, paradoxical sense of cosmic humor—though 

it may not seem very funny at the time. Just like what happened 

to Mitchell when all his previous understanding was scrambled, 

NOTEs can make a person question everything they thought to 

be true. In fact, it took Mitchell twenty years to make sense of his 

experiences. We now know that for near-death experiencers, it can 

take an adult 7 to 10 years to integrate their experience, and 20 to 40  

years for a child.7 The more fixed a person’s ideas about how the 

world is, the more disturbing and disruptive NOTEs can be because 

there’s more to reconcile in light of the new perspectives gained  

in these experiences. 

Resistance to accepting these new, NOTE-worthy perspectives is 

more than personal. It’s also largely cultural. Many ancient societies 

were polyphasic, meaning they valued altered states and considered 

them sacred and socially constructive. In a sense, they were closer to 

the transcendent through tradition and practice. They honored them 

for having an important purpose and place in the growth, healing, 

and well-being of individuals, the community, its ancestors, and the 

land. There are still some polyphasic cultures today, but they face 

fast erosion in a modernizing and globalizing world that doesn’t see 

them as valuable. 

The dominant paradigm operating in industrialized nations today 

is materialistic, scientific, and monophasic, meaning it exclusively 

values the waking, presumably rational state of consciousness. 

Although this perspective has many benefits, it leaves little room for 

the extraordinary and even less room for those who experience it. 

As a result, NOTEs experiencers can find themselves judged as odd 
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at best, or mentally ill at worst, quietly pushed to the edges of polite 

society and left to secretly wonder if there’s something fundamentally 

wrong with them. 

The extraordinariness of NOTEs, their ability to continually defy 

consensus reality, and their inability to be fully pinned down by science 

or language, means they currently hold an unparalleled position as 

one of humanity’s best-kept secrets and untapped resources. Despite 

humans knowing about, celebrating, and invoking NOTEs since the 

beginning of time, today we mostly ignore and deride this age-old 

understanding of what it is to be a normal human being with a healthy 

connection to spirit. This dismissal is a monumental waste given that 

NOTEs hold a mysterious key to tap into our true human greatness. 

They are likely to provide innovative solutions to some of the world’s 

greatest current crises and rifts. Echoing Einstein’s famous adage, 

it isn’t possible to change existing problems without changing the 

mindset that created them. Greater wisdom calls for us to access 

the insights of NOTEs as best we can, for these experiences provide 

a necessary lens into other ways of seeing and being in the world. 

As dramatic as it sounds, our very survival as a species may 

depend upon it.

The Problem with Platform 9¾

Despite their out-of-this-world amazingness, there are many 

reasons why we don’t hear more about NOTEs. It boils down to the 

conundrum that because they really are so out of the ordinary, they 

remain out of grasp from consensus reality. Harry Potter might be 

able to board the Hogwarts Express from platform 9¾, but the vast 

majority of people will only ever see the platform numbers 9 and 10. 

How do you, for example, explain falling in love to someone who’s 
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never fallen in love? How do you explain faraway lands, tastes, and 

cultures to someone who’s never left their own country? To those 

who believed the Earth was flat, citing claims that it was round were 

complete lunacy.

Just like any transformative experience, NOTEs experiencers 

quickly discover that they have to make sense of their complex, 

unusual, and sometimes fantastically strange experiences by 

integrating the non-ordinary into the ordinary. They also find 

communicating with others about their NOTEs can be downright 

awkward, frustrating, and alienating. Sharing can, of course, be 

exhilarating when we find a receptive and curious ear, hence 

the relief in finding your “tribe.” Research shows that sharing 

NOTEs has numerous benefits, including improved well-being, a 

greater sense of life purpose and meaning, reduced stress,8 and  

even improved intimacy.9

NOTEs experiencers quickly learn when and with whom it’s safe 

to share. Because of the effort required to describe the ineffable and 

the risks involved in divulging such unusual events, many people give 

up entirely on the task of sharing with others and choose to wear  

the heavy cloak of silence. Others keep these special experiences 

private, only ever quietly sharing with a select few. Others are 

compelled to shout about it from the mountaintop, yet by doing so, 

they must deal with the potentially hazardous consequences of so 

nakedly sharing their truth.

Having experienced numerous NOTEs myself, I’ve devoted the  

past two decades to better understand what these types of 

experiences have to offer us. I’m more convinced than ever of the 

benefits of sharing not only for the experiencer but also for their 

loved ones and the wider world. I’m acutely aware of the pain and 
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loss that occurs when we aren’t able to share or have such profound 

experiences validated. As such, I’ve made it my mission to celebrate 

NOTEs as a normal, healthy, and miraculous part of the human 

experience. I want to encourage others to appreciate and share 

them in healthy and grounded ways. My dream is to see the term 

NOTEs become part of our everyday language so that we can all see 

what humanity is truly capable of when we honor and work with the 

fullness of our capacities, individually and collectively. 

What you’ll find in the pages ahead is a deep dive into 

these NOTEs. We’ll hear snippets from the stories of NOTEs 

experiencers,10 and we’ll review current research supporting the 

idea that they are, in fact, a quintessential part of what it is to be fully  

and completely human.
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C H a p T E r  2

THe gOOD,  

THe CHallenging,  

THe Dark

NOTEs, as we’ve seen, come in a variety of forms and types. 

They also have beneficial, challenging, and darker aspects. It’s 

important to mention that a NOTE in itself isn’t innately good or  

bad. An experience is simply that—an experience. Phenomena are 

simply phenomena. So it’s the human mind in its particular cultural 

context that decides whether we call something good or bad. In other 

words, whether an experience is considered pleasant or distressing 

depends on how the one who experienced it, those around them, and 

society in general perceive and react to NOTEs and their aftereffects. 

Context, character, and what we’ve been conditioned to believe are 
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key to how we each make sense of 

our experiences. As a consequence, 

we live in a time where what might 

be celebrated as a gift in one part of 

the world can get you locked up in a 

psychiatric ward in another. Same 

experience, different interpretation. 

This is the paradoxical, confusing, and 

complex reality we now inhabit. 

50 Shades of Transformation

NOTEs often bring about transformations. And just like NOTEs, the 

types of transformations we can go through take on different shapes 

and textures, changing as we process and integrate new types of 

awareness over time. 

Pioneer in consciousness studies Ralph Metzner11 says one of 

the most important and least discussed aspects of transformative 

experiences is whether they’re progressive, regressive, or digressive. 

In other words, does a transformation progressively expand a 

person toward a greater sense of freedom, light, wholeness, 

oneness, awareness, and immortality? Or does it regressively 

contract a person to a sense of imprisonment, limitation, darkness, 

fragmentation, separation, madness, depression, and disease? Or 

is the transformation digressive in that it’s neither progressive nor 

regressive, but rather brings about different states in consciousness, 

like hypnosis, trance, groupthink, or a type of mind control? 

From the many stories I’ve come across, it’s also entirely possible 

that a person’s experience is a combination of these three general 

types of transformations at different points in time. We are, however, 

well advised to assign with caution any label to our NOTEs, as doing so 

A NOTE in itself isn’t 
innately good or bad.  

An experience is simply 
that—an experience.
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risks losing the nuances of each unique 

experience and its evolution. At the 

same time, we need some kind of map 

to help us navigate these uncharted 

seas. Thus, experiencers may find 

the distinctions of progressive, 

regressive, and digressive valuable as 

rough guidelines to help navigate the 

vast ocean of what’s possible during 

and after a NOTE. 

Further, an experiencer may have one or numerous NOTEs over 

many years that contribute to the melody of one’s life journey. In 

her work with NOTEs experiencers and being one herself, family  

physician and transpersonal psychotherapist Yvonne Kason12 

observed that regardless of the type of NOTE, bio-psycho-spiritual 

aftereffects tend to unfold in one of seven patterns over time.

Go ahead and check the one that most applies to you:

 � a slow, gradual increase in NOTEs occurring over many years

 � episodes of profound NOTEs separated by periods with few or no 

experiences

 � episodes of NOTEs peaks separated by periods with gradually 

increasing levels of NOTEs activity

 � a NOTEs peak followed by a slow, gradual increase in experiences

 � a profound, explosive NOTE followed by continuing high NOTEs 

activity

 � ongoing high NOTEs activity from birth

 � a prepared awakening through sacred transmission of spiritual 

energy from an enlightened being

An experiencer may have 
one or numerous NOTEs 

over many years that 
contribute to the melody  

of one’s life journey.
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Given that transcendent experiences punctuate the entire arc of 

our lives, we can begin to see how a mix of beneficial, challenging, and 

even darker aspects of NOTEs has the potential to arise. Time allows 

for greater shades of any experience to emerge. Again, it’s not the 

NOTE itself that is innately good or bad; rather, it is our interpretations 

of it over time that shift and change as we integrate its meaning and 

purpose in our lives. What might seem incredibly dark or challenging 

at one point in someone’s journey may, at a later stage, be perceived 

as a saving grace. Conversely, what may feel blissful at one moment 

may later open up a host of unexpected challenges! NOTEs, like life, 

are perhaps better viewed as a shifting kaleidoscope of colors and 

shapes than a static black-and-white print. 

With that in mind, let’s jump into the so-called good, challenging, 

and darker aspects of NOTEs.

The Good

NOTEs have numerous benefits physically, emotionally, 

psychologically, spiritually, and socially. They can increase a sense 

of life purpose and meaning, enable significant life changes for the 

better, and enhance one’s overall health and well-being. They can 

increase altruism, love, and empathy. They can provide a sense 

of direct connection to a greater power, whether one calls it God, 

Love, Source, Creation, The Universe, Spirit, or whatever other 

term we choose to give it. They can provide guidance, expansions 

in consciousness, divine inspiration, and even euphoric feelings of 

bliss and unity with all things. One NOTE is capable of launching 

a person on a lifetime of dynamic and creative growth, as well as 

meaningful contribution. Little wonder why they’ve been treasured 

by civilizations throughout human history. 
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Here are a few stories of people whose lives were NOTE-ably 

changed by their experiences. Though not always the case, NOTEs 

that feel positive and progressive are often preceded by difficult  

life circumstances.

Danica, a retired journalist living in 

Australia, experienced a spontaneous 

remission after being diagnosed with 

cancer and told she’d never walk again. 

She had never identified herself as 

spiritual or religious in any way. One 

day in the hospital, resigned to the 

thought she’d be bedridden for the 

rest of her life, she lost consciousness. 

To her surprise, when she awoke, her 

deceased mother was at the foot of 

her bed telling her it wasn’t her time 

to go yet and she shouldn’t worry. She 

thought that was strange. Stranger 

still was the appearance the next day  

of an angelic being, as real as you or me in the flesh, that continued 

visiting her almost every night. Although somewhat puzzled, she 

received a great amount of love and support from this being. To the 

medical team’s surprise, within a few months, she walked out of the 

hospital on her own. These days, she delights in sharing daily random 

acts of kindness and feels in service by simply making someone’s 

day more beautiful.

Deion works as a librarian at a nuclear power plant in rural 

Canada. One night, much like any other, he “got a little toasty” smoking 

marijuana and settled in to watch some Japanese cartoons and eat 

pizza. Yet for some reason, this night his thoughts were different.  

What might seem 
incredibly dark or 

challenging at one point  
in someone’s journey  
may, at a later stage,  

be perceived as a saving 
grace. Conversely,  

what may feel blissful 
at one moment may 

later open up a host of 
unexpected challenges!
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He was spontaneously transported back to an idyllic moment 

as a child, a moment when everything felt right, secure, magical, 

and wonderful. He sensed an all-encompassing serenity and 

transcendent love, which intimately communicated to him that all 

was okay in the world. In one instant, he saw how the narrative 

course of his life, despite its previous struggles and painful events, 

wove into the greater cosmic fabric. The NOTE revealed to him a 

template of what it’s like to be a more enriched human being, capable 

of love and happiness, and part of a “glorified global community.” As 

someone who predominantly operates from his analytical mind, he 

found this state far from how he usually experiences the world. That 

one fleeting NOTE was enough to remind him that, like Albert Camus 

mused, even in a life that feels like the depths of winter, there is  

an eternal summer.

In her 20s, Julka from Slovakia developed an interest in NOTEs 

and began reading about religion, OBEs, paranormal phenomena, 

kundalini, and other NOTE-able experiences. She also began 

practicing meditation. One night, she spontaneously woke up looking 

down at her body from the ceiling. She could hear through the walls 

and even see what her roommate was 

watching on TV. This was the beginning 

of many OBEs as well as other NOTEs, 

such as merging with other living 

beings and feeling spontaneous body 

vibrations triggered by sound. Through 

her experiences, she came into 

connection with the “love vibration,” 

which is what now guides and sustains 

her and provides a deep sense of life 

purpose. Today, twenty years after 

The true goal is to  
stabilize spiritual 

consciousness and 
discover that the 

extraordinary can 
actually be found in the 

ordinariness of daily life.
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her initial NOTEs, she lectures regionally in order to help others 

understand unconditional love—the unifying physical force in the  

universe—through the language of quantum physics.

No matter how explosive, the benefits of NOTEs are not a given. 

Experiences may be fleeting and can fade within days or hours. 

Conscious and active engagement is usually necessary if we want to 

successfully integrate their insights and illuminations. It’s similar to 

the momentary ecstasy of orgasm versus the longer-lasting richness 

of love that happens when we cultivate an authentic, more intimate 

relationship with our lover. Both are marvelous, but the latter creates 

a more reliable state of life satisfaction. Abraham Maslow described 

this difference as the peak experience versus the more stable 

plateau, where the true goal is to stabilize spiritual consciousness 

and discover that the extraordinary can actually be found in the 

ordinariness of daily life. 

The Challenging

NOTEs can also bring challenges physically, emotionally, 

psychologically, spiritually, and socially. In the instance of NDEs, 

negative and distressing aftereffects are estimated to occur in about 

15 percent of adult and 3 percent of child experiences.13 In my own 

research, I found that all experiencers interviewed, no matter how 

positive their NOTE, described at least one and usually numerous 

challenges associated either with the NOTE or its integration.  

NOTEs-related difficulties can arise regardless of whether an 

experience has been progressive, regressive, or digressive.

The challenging aspects of NOTEs seem to fall on a spectrum 

of severity. Over the last few decades, there’s been a growing 

awareness of spiritual crises, spiritual emergencies, and extreme 
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non-ordinary states. There’s much speculation as to why they 

occur but a significant lack of data. Fortunately, increasingly open 

conversation about the challenging and distressing aspects of NOTEs 

means more people are sharing their stories and gaining support. 

As a result, both individuals and professionals are becoming more 

sophisticated and sensitive in their responses.

Physical Challenges

NOTEs can bring on changes in energy levels, metabolism, sleep, 

sexual energy, undiagnosable pains or blockages, and even 

spontaneous physical postures. For example, one experiencer, Claire, 

had a kundalini awakening at age 54 after a year and a half of “chronic 

butt pain” that couldn’t be explained by modern medicine, even with 

an MRI scan. At that time, she wasn’t pursuing any kind of spiritual 

path, only a self-taught breathing practice she did in daily traction to 

help heal a previous neck injury. She’d never heard of kundalini. She 

describes the intense energy like a “thousand amps going through a 

hundred amp circuit.” There were physical manifestations she had no 

control over, such as thrashing movements, hand and body postures 

(what yoga calls mudras and kriyas, respectively), and a temporary 

inability to walk. She eventually had to move out of her marital bed 

because it was disturbing her spouse too much.

Emotional and Psychological Challenges

These can be manifold and include constantly thinking and talking 

about the NOTE, inexplicable mood swings, confusion, intensification 

of unresolved psychological problems, and the fear of losing control 

or going insane. These kinds of emotional challenges are often 

colored by the type of NOTE experienced and how it is interpreted. 
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It’s also common for those who taste an ecstatic state in their 

NOTE to want to stay in or relive the experience. Coming back from 

“heaven” is a big ask. No longer being in a transcendent state can 

be very painful, and some experiencers continually try to attain 

or recreate a similar experience. Some experiencers may even 

contemplate leaving their physical body altogether because living 

a mundane human life has simply become too painful and hard. 

The mythologist Joseph Campbell, who gave us the famous phrase 

“follow your bliss,” noticed the potential danger of hedonistic 

peak-chasing and pleasure-seeking. Toward the end of his life, 

frustrated by the way in which his famous catchphrase had become 

twisted and misinterpreted, he muttered, “I should have said,  

‘Follow your blisters.’”14 

Other experiencers will have challenging or disturbing content 

arise within the NOTE, which they struggle to come to terms with 

and integrate meaningfully into their ordinary lives. Yet suppressing, 

ignoring, or denying this emotional content can give rise to other 

complications where the unprocessed energy will find alternate ways 

to manifest, perhaps internally as psychological or physical illness or 

externally as problematic relationships or life drama. 
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Kiran, who nearly died at age 16 after rupturing his spleen in a 

snowboarding accident, describes being back on Earth like a “hell 

realm.” Following his NDE, there were times when he’d cry himself 

to sleep every night wishing the doctors had never saved him. He’d 

experienced the profound peace of going “home” in the near-death 

experience, so having to return to school and the ordinary world left 

him depressed and suicidal. Life and social conventions seemed 

absurd, especially since his NOTE had given him a sudden ability to 

see the underlying circuitry of life and how the world really works. 

Likewise, Raani, who was born in India, experienced what she 

calls the upper, middle, and underworlds during her NOTEs. After an 

initial period of extreme states that lasted days or weeks, she then 

experienced years of dipping in and out of what was usually a “down” 

period. She thought she’d gone mad and would just have to live this 

way. She says, “There’s a very fine line between heaven and hell, 

pleasure and pain.” Now, she only wants to be in a place of balance, 

what she calls “the portal between worlds.”

Spiritual Challenges

NOTEs experiencers may undergo a crisis of faith (for those 

who previously identified with a faith tradition), have negative or 

intrusive visions, feel disconnected from a spiritual source, sense 

evil presences or psychic assaults, or have excessive psychic 

abilities like clairvoyance and clairsentience. In conversations with 

experiencers, the tension between religion and spirituality arises 

frequently. For some, there’s alignment between the two; for others, 

the distance between what they’ve been taught to believe and what 

they’ve experienced directly is impossible to bridge. I’ve heard 

several accounts where places of worship are unable to support 
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experiencers through a transformative NOTE, which is rather 

ironic given the great faiths were founded on direct experiences  

of the divine. 

Nina, for example, grew up a devout Catholic. As a teenager, she 

would often talk and pray to God. One day, she encountered what 

she understood to be God, an experience of light as “the ultimate 

power reality.” She knew she was forever changed. The next day, she 

went to church and spoke with a local priest about it. He listened but 

said they were only interested in visions of the Blessed Mother or 

incidences of stigmata, and then he prayed for her. She left feeling 

greatly unfulfilled. She decided then and there that the church no 

longer held meaning for her and began to explore her own spirituality 

based on the truth she perceived in her NOTE.

Social Challenges

It’s easy to see how any of the above challenges might impact our 

ability to relate to others in the same old way. One of the big concerns 

experiencers have is how to share their experiences with their 

loved ones. This can be especially tricky because it’s hard to find 

adequate language to describe these ineffable experiences. Rates of 

relationship tension, conflict, and divorce are high following NOTEs.15 

There’s an almost 80 percent divorce rate among near-death 

experiencers within the first eight to ten years after the experience.16 

After a NOTE, experiencers may find it difficult to reconcile 

the dramatic shift in their personal values with the roles and 

responsibilities that guided them in the past. This can cause discord 

in relationships. Thus, as experiencers, we may find ourselves no 

longer in alignment with our partners, families, careers, or even 
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society itself. We may feel conflicted about how best to live and work 

in relation to others, as well as how best to move forward. There may 

no longer be much in common with close friends, so friendships may 

eventually be altered or fade away. At the same time, the desire to 

find fellow experiencers emerges, people with whom we can just be 

ourselves, share NOTEs stories, and continue to grow from our own 

and others’ experiences. 

Gabriel, who by his late 20s had been successful as both a 

professional rock band drummer and insurance agent, experienced 

significant relationship changes after his NOTEs. He rapidly went 

from being “kind of shallow” to becoming a “very spiritual person.” 

People thought he was going mad. His friends and family got scared. 

He began to feel more isolated than he’d ever felt before. It took a lot 

of effort to stabilize and integrate his experiences, but in the process 

of doing so, he was able to repair relationships, develop true bonds 

for the first time, create harmony in his personal life, and understand 

his loved ones on new levels. People now communicate with him 

more, are willing to be vulnerable with him, and he feels socially 

empowered. His love of knowledge and people led him to reach out 

to different communities of experiencers in a quest to discover the 

common denominator among NOTEs. He now sees his role in this 

lifetime as aiding and guiding other experiencers through sudden 

transformations—something he believes we’re going to see a whole 

lot more of.

The Dark

In addition to the challenges an experiencer can encounter during and 

after a NOTE, they can also fall into some particularly dark potholes 

that make an already complex situation rather dire. 
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The first pothole is our modern society’s tendency to pathologize 

the NOTE experience. There’s a fuzzy and inconclusive line in 

conventional psychiatry and psychology these days between some 

kinds of NOTEs phenomena and psychosis. As Ken Wilber, the pioneer 

of integral psychology, points out, the insight that you’re at one with 

all that is—while celebrated in wisdom cultures around the world 

as the pinnacle of human consciousness—could in today’s society 

be considered an indicator of schizophrenia.17 While treatment 

providers are increasing their efforts to understand NOTEs, the fact 

remains that the mainstream medical and mental health community 

tends to jump to diagnoses and medication before offering 

compassionate and open-minded care. This is despite there being no 

evidence that non-ordinary extreme states imply psychopathology. 

For some experiencers, psychiatric diagnosis, treatment, and 

medication are helpful. For others, it can be traumatic and lead to a  

dangerous downward spiral.

Talia, from England, has a particularly interesting story that 

brings to light numerous dimensions of this discussion. She had her 

first NOTE in her 20s. During that time, she’d been working in a mental 

health ward at the local hospital for seven years or so. What began as 

a joke at the local pub with friends on a Friday night, an experiment 

with healing others, led to a profound psychic opening and resulted 

in a forced detainment in the very ward she worked in by Monday 

morning. During that first NOTE, she gained the temporary ability to 

state historical facts that she had no prior knowledge of, tested by 

another person who consulted an encyclopedia while quizzing her. 

That weekend was the beginning of a “horror movie” that would 

see her involuntarily detained in various psychiatric units five times in 

the following two years. During her stays, she was heavily medicated 
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against her will and became a shadow of her former gregarious self. 

She emerged from this period psychologically transformed. She 

eventually found it useful and grounding to share her story with 

others while just engaging the mundane “micro-normal regular 

day.” Now, nearly 20 years on, she continues to work in the mental 

health sector and sees herself as a maverick in the field, an educator 

for her peers, and a warrior determined to change the world  

of mental health. 

Another pothole casting a dark shadow on NOTEs is the 

exploitation, manipulation, and deception of seekers and experiencers 

who are in a vulnerable state. During and shortly after experiencing 

a NOTE, it usually takes time to return to a state of consciousness 

where one can function in regular, everyday ways. Especially for 

first-time experiencers and those going through profound NOTEs, 

the task of coming to grips with what they have experienced can be 

overwhelming and leave them susceptible to being preyed upon. 

This happened to Leigh, a mother of two in the United States, 

whose NOTEs were part of a “big crisis” that lasted for months 

and opened a deluge of repressed memories of childhood incest 

abuse. In a state of pure, raw fear and vulnerability, she turned to 

a psychic healer who seemed very helpful at the time and became 

a trusted friend. Unbeknownst to Leigh, this woman had testified in 

a court case in the ’90s, alleging that satanic rituals harming and 

molesting children were happening in childcare centers across 

America. Those allegations turned out to be completely false, and the  

accused were compensated. 

When Leigh began sharing the scary imagery bombarding her, 

this woman encouraged her to take everything literally and soon 

had her convinced that her husband’s entire family was satanic and 
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he was harming their children. The downward spiral continued and 

almost led to a bitter divorce. Leigh recalls cutting ties with this 

woman was like going through drug withdrawal. Fortunately, she and 

her husband eventually found a holistic counselor who helped them 

reconcile their marriage and Leigh herself to heal. 

A third pothole, though quite rare, are NOTEs experiencers who 

intentionally deceive or cause harm. In a world hungry for spiritual 

fulfillment, occasional reports surface of high-profile spiritual 

leaders who secretly abuse their followers. There are also instances 

where experiencers have a “dark vision.”18 which is an epiphany of a 

destructive revelation giving them a sense of life meaning and identity 

for which they’re willing to harm themselves or others. I suspect this 

could be a contributing factor to violent religious fundamentalism, 

where people are prepared to kill themselves or others because they 

truly believe they’ve been called to do so by a greater power and as 

part of a divine plan. 

We humans have barely scratched the surface in understanding 

the dark side of our psyche and how it manifests in the context of 

transcendent experiences. Yet, if we’re really going to use our NOTEs 

to transform our lives and live out our fullest potential, looking soberly 

at our individual and collective underbelly, however uncomfortable, 

is unavoidable. It is, after all, impossible to address any situation 

without first being willing to confront it. 
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C H a p T E r  3

HarD-wireD TO 

exPerienCe nOTes

According to futurist and theoretical physicist Michio Kaku,19 our 

human brain is estimated to have about 10 billion neurons, roughly 

the same number of stars that light up the Milky Way Galaxy. And just 

like the ever-expanding universe where we’ve discovered no end thus 

far, we’re still quite a mystery to ourselves. But thanks to the relatively 

young and fast-evolving field of neuroscience, we’re starting to gain 

further insight into the workings of 

the brain, the nature of our minds, 

and what human consciousness is 

truly capable of. Having merged with 

psychology, philosophy, and theology, 

neuroscience is now at the forefront 

of helping us unravel scientifically 

what NOTEs may be, how they occur, 

why they occur, and what happens 

when we experience them. It is the 

Just like the  
ever-expanding universe 
where we’ve discovered 

no end thus far, we’re  
still quite a mystery to 

ourselves.
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exciting new frontier where science meets spirit. As it so happens, 

the inventor of electroencephalography (EEG) and the first person 

to describe brainwaves, Hans Berger, was yet another NOTEs 

experiencer. He was compelled to advance the field of neuroscience 

because he wanted to understand a telepathic experience he had 

with his sister.

Neuroscience on NOTEs falls into two general camps. The first, 

and greater, majority are the materialists, who assert the mind and 

its phenomena are illusions created by the electrical charges in the 

brain’s neurons. Those in the second camp, which is smaller but 

growing, claim the brain is better understood as a channel to access 

a vast, all-pervading consciousness not yet understood by science. 

The approach to research and our view of the inner workings of 

reality look entirely different depending on the territory where we’ve 

staked our tent. As it stands, neither camp has emerged victorious, 

but both have made valuable contributions to our understanding 

of these numinous and mysterious experiences. What we don’t yet 

know is if what we see occurring in the brain during a NOTE is the 

cause, consequence, or marker of an experience.20 

Given the breadth of emerging research, here are some of the 

highlights and significant findings most pertinent to our discussion. 

One of the first neuroscientists to tackle spiritual experiences was 

Michael Persinger,21 the creator of the “God Helmet.” He discovered 

that stimulating the temporal lobes can bring on hallucinations 

and sensed presences. He went on to suggest that mystical and 

religious experiences are normal consequences of naturally 

occurring micro-seizures in the temporal lobes. When influenced by 

particular environments, situations of reward or aversion, feelings of 

intensity, or cultural influences, these NOTEs can take on meaningful 

significance for the experiencer.
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Taking this a step further, behavioral neuroscientist Todd Murphy 

proposes there is a brain sequence hard-wired into our genetic coding 

that eventually leads to enlightened states. He calls it the neural 

avalanche. In short, neurological activity builds up on one side of the 

brain and spills over to the other, creating an emotional sequence of 

“fear, despair, angst, and terror, followed by bliss, joy, elation, love, 

light and God”.22 He believes this process is the mechanism underlying 

some of the most powerful human experiences, from mysticism to 

orgasm. Why might this be built into our DNA? He suggests this same 

sequence naturally takes place at the time of death as consciousness 

migrates from one form to the next. This helps explain why similar 

sequences are a recurrent theme in many NDE accounts, only those 

experiencers managed to come back from death and tell the rest of 

us about it!

Psychiatry professor and psychedelic researcher Rick 

Strassman23 thinks a spirit molecule may be the key to understanding 

NOTEs. He claims the home of this spirit molecule is the pineal gland, 

a tiny pinecone-shaped gland near the center of the brain, which 

produces endogenous N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT). In that sense, 

the pineal gland is our own personal psychedelic factory. He says 

we get a natural flood of DMT at key moments, namely when our 

individual life force first enters the fetal body in the womb, then 

at birth, and when we die as the life force leaves the body. It can 

also happen during deep meditation, psychosis, NDEs, and when we 

experience the shift from the personal to the transpersonal. 

Similar to Murphy’s suggestion, Straussman says this inbuilt 

mechanism gives us a sense of what it will ultimately be like for the 

body to fall away. He warns, however, that this chemical reality may 

not always be pleasant, as it may open us to just as many terrifying 

realities as beatific ones. He adds that humans aren’t the only beings 

that naturally produce DMT. It’s found throughout the plant and 
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animal kingdoms, too—a compelling finding to support the sense 

of connectivity commonly reported in NOTEs. Some say our current 

inability in the modern world to access the symbiotic relationship 

between humans and the natural world indicates a decline in our 

functioning as humans.24 

Then there’s the entropic brain theory25 that suggests 

consciousness operates along a spectrum with low-disorder and 

rigid states at one end and high-disorder and flexible states at the 

other. According to researchers, a normal waking state in healthy 

adult humans is located in between these two poles. They found high 

entropy is associated with primary states of consciousness that we 

humans developed before normal waking consciousness, namely 

psychedelic states, infant consciousness, REM sleep and dreaming, 

early psychosis, sensory deprivation, NDEs, magical thinking, the 

dreamy state of temporal lobe epilepsy, and divergent thinking or 

creativity. They suggest that entry into high-entropic states requires 

the ego—the organizing mechanism of consciousness—to release its 

usual hold on reality. Thus experiences with transcendent qualities 

come about. NOTEs, in this light, are seen as a natural part of an 

evolutionary spectrum of states of consciousness available to anyone.

Then there are researchers who take a more holistic brain 

approach. One notable study involved the use of functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) and quantitative electroencephalography 

(QEEG) on the brains of Carmelite nuns. The research revealed 

that spiritual experiences leave complex signatures in many parts 

of the brain.26 Unitive spiritual experiences, or the perception of 

oneness with all creation, were found to occur via neural circuits 

involving brain regions related to attention, the body, visual imagery, 

emotion, and self-consciousness. NOTEs from this point of view are a  

whole-brain activity and can’t be relegated to a single part or process. 
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More recently, the attention schema theory27 proposes that 

consciousness arose as an evolutionary solution to the problem of 

receiving too much information to process. This theory suggests 

that in order to maintain our adaptive edge, we humans started 

attributing consciousness to everything around us. Seen through this 

lens, phenomena such as ghosts and gods are nothing more than 

side effects of our hyperactive awareness. 

The lively debate among NOTEs researchers is similar to the 

parable of the blind men trying to identify an elephant. Each correctly 

describes his part of the animal—the ear, the trunk, the belly, the 

foot—but putting all the parts together to see the whole picture 

isn’t easy. The final verdict on why and how NOTEs occur remains 

inconclusive, though we now have some tantalizing theories to 

ponder. Like outer space, there is still a long way to go in furthering 

our knowledge about the mysteries of existence and beyond. May the 

Force be with us!
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HOw PersOnaliTy 

sHaPes nOTes anD 

THe meaning we 

make Of THem

Naked. Brave. Free.

NOTEs are powerful because they put us on the fast track toward 

a fuller expression of who we most naturally and uniquely are. 

As far as tools to awaken, enliven, and energize our desire and ability 

to live a life of authenticity and purpose, NOTEs are as awesome as 

they come. Yet for people who’ve been living life largely shaped by the 

rules, conditioning, and expectations of others, experiencing one’s 

true self through a NOTE can feel strange and even a little terrifying. 

It can be hard enough to find the courage to make even ordinary 
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changes in our lives. But when NOTEs 

call on us to make extraordinary 

changes, even the bravest of souls 

may hesitate. Encounters with the 

immensity of the true self and beyond 

can easily be enough to completely 

freak us out.

Yet no matter our origins or our 

story, becoming more of who we 

innately are radically enhances our 

lives and relationships. There’s an immense freedom found in the 

transformative impulse unleashed by a NOTE. And like sailors to the 

sirens, we each continue to hear its tantalizing call in some form or 

another no matter what stage of life we’re at. The good news is the 

invitation into a more authentic way of being is always open, and the 

journey only gets wilder and more fulfilling as we go. There’s no end 

goal to this process, no race to the finish line. Who we truly are is a 

process of continual unfolding where every life experience, no matter 

how challenging, can become meaningful in one’s life tapestry. It’s 

really up to each of us how far into the rabbit hole of our human 

being-ness we want to go. Although NOTEs can be one way to lead us 

there, I’ve come to believe that the deeper down that rabbit hole we 

go, the more likely we are to experience NOTEs.

When you’ve heard as many experiencer stories as I have, you 

quickly notice how people’s personalities have the power to shape 

their NOTEs experience, its aftereffects, and the meaning they 

make of what happened to them. The ways people tell their stories 

reveal their dominant modes of being in both their ordinary and 

transcendent dimensions. It’s clear we can no longer categorically 

assume that all people experience or interpret a certain type of NOTE 

in a similar way. 

The invitation into a  
more authentic way of 
being is always open,  

and the journey only gets 
wilder and more  

fulfilling as we go.
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For example, we know from thousands of (mostly western) cases 

that folks who have an NDE will typically report themes such as 

being greeted by a loving presence, having a light experience, a life 

review, and a choice about whether to return or not. We can now add 

the discovery that specific content within the NDE, its aftereffects, 

and its ultimate significance are uniquely influenced by a person’s 

psychological makeup. In short, personality matters.

What Makes Us Who We Are?

In exploring the extraordinary in ordinary lives over the past 20 or so 

years, ever since my own NOTEs journey began, I’ve been fascinated 

with the question of what exactly makes us who we are. Looking at 

personality, the combination of characteristics or qualities that form 

an individual’s distinct character, is a great way to do this. 

An obvious paradox crops up when exploring the relationship 

between personality and non-ordinary experiences because NOTEs, 

by their very transcendent nature, take us out of our routine and 

familiar sense of self. This might feel, particularly at first, like our 

personality has been cleared away or that we’ve gone beyond it. 

At the same time, NOTEs often leave us feeling more consistently 

connected with our own uniqueness. It’s as if the NOTE has 

somehow enhanced our personality, giving us more confidence 

to pursue our purpose and passions, and freeing us to be who we 

are just as we are. As Alice says when going down the rabbit hole,  

“Curiouser and curiouser!”

To address this paradox, I’ve found the description of personality 

by Carl Jung,28 fellow NOTEs experiencer and father of analytical 

psychology, to be most useful. He saw our personality as the limitless 

whole of who we are, both our conscious and unconscious aspects. 

He believed that at our core, we have a magnetic pull toward our  
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true self, something that calls to us throughout our lifetime to 

evolve and become. Within this greater whole of the transcendent 

“Self,” he also believed we have a field of consciousness (the ego) 

that helps give us a sense of identity and continuity. The ego is an 

adaptive mechanism that helps us make sense of ourselves and the 

world. From this perspective, personal growth happens when the 

conscious ego is extended beyond its familiar boundaries to discover 

and live into more of an expanded self. In other words, growth 

and transformation result when consciousness comes into direct 

contact with that which is becoming conscious, shining a powerful 

spotlight on what we couldn’t previously see about ourselves  

and beyond ourselves.

Observing himself, his peers, and his patients, Jung noticed that 

we use our life-force energy in two main ways, through introversion 

and extroversion. Introversion values our experience of the subjective 

inner world while extroversion values that of the objective outer 

world. We all exhibit behaviors related to both ways of being. In fact, 

to live in a balanced way in the world, we must develop them both. 

We do, however, have preferred modes of being that come most 

naturally. When we use these preferred modes, we tend to use less 

energy, feel more alive, and experience greater ease in life. 
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For example, if you have a preference for introversion, you’re 

likely more energized by quiet time, going within, and having time to 

think and reflect deeply. If you’re predominantly an extrovert, on the 

other hand, you may find yourself more energized by being out and 

about in the world, interacting with people, places, and events. Both 

introversion and extroversion are equally valuable and necessary for 

a harmonious life, both within ourselves and in society.

Jung also observed that these two basic flows of life-force energy 

work via four specific functions of consciousness, which he called 

thinking, feeling, sensation, and intuition. Thinking drives our ability 

for logic and judgment. Feeling drives our values and tells us what’s 

important or unimportant. Sensation 

is our perception of the physical world 

through the five senses. Intuition tells 

us the hidden possibilities and shows 

us the relation between things. When 

we combine these four functions 

with introversion and extroversion, 

we end up with eight directions of 

consciousness, or what Jung called 

psychological types.

He thought of these eight psychological types like points on 

a compass. The directions our consciousness naturally prefers 

influence how we make sense of the world and operate in it. We each 

tend to have a combination of preferred directions at work, which 

shapes our character and life choices. Here we’ll call these directions 

the eight gifts.29 Neuroscience research has traced these eight modes 

of life-force energy in the brain, each respectively aligning to specific 

areas of and pathways in the neocortex.30 

The directions our 
consciousness naturally 

prefers influence how we 
make sense of the world 

and operate in it.
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We can recognize these modes of energy easily in others. You 

know when you’re drawn to someone because they’re just so much like 

you and it’s easy and comfortable? That’s your dominant preference 

at work. Conversely, when folks drive us bananas, fascinate us with 

their mysterious ways, or become that opposite we attract, it’s usually 

our least preferred ways of being we’re seeing reflected back. Those 

directions we tend not to use can feel unfamiliar, uncomfortable, or 

even stressful, but they point us toward important growing edges in 

our personality so that we can become a more well-rounded person. 

The Transcendent Dimensions of Personality

There is evidence to suggest that these eight psychological types 

have transcendent dimensions as well. Experiencer stories show 

that the more the natural or true self is made available through 

NOTEs, the more a person’s dominant personality preferences take 

on transcendent aspects. 
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Here’s an overview of the eight gifts and their transcendent 

dimensions:

The Conceptual Gift (Introverted Thinking)  

This involves complex reasoning and intense organizing of thought 

founded on inner ideas. It compels us to continually refine toward an 

elegant theory, principle, blueprint, or solution. If it were a character, 

it’d be someone like an inventor or architect.

In its transcendent form, this gift organizes thoughts to fill out and 

clarify luminous, holistic ideas. For those with a strong preference 

for this gift, NOTEs tend to clarify and enhance the quality of their 

logical thoughts, provide holistic blueprints showing how existence 

is fundamentally structured, and inspire research on how NOTEs 

correlate with established scientific research and theories, such as 

quantum physics.

The Constructive Gift (Extroverted Thinking)

This involves evidence-based structuring and extensive decision-

making based on external facts. It motivates us to create and foster 

optimal order in the world, and to complete goals efficiently. These 

are, for example, our CEOs and judges.

In its transcendent form, this gift constructs luminous practical 

order on the earthly plane. For those with this gift, NOTEs tend to 

reveal a non-visible reality within human experience that can be 

deliberately shaped to problem solve in the physical world. During 

and after a NOTE, those with this gift may quickly come to a logical 

and sequential understanding of the experience. 
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The Idealistic Gift (Introverted Feeling)

This involves tuning in deeply and intensively to personally meaningful, 

timeless values. It inspires us to seek and uphold holistic values that 

are both personally and globally sound. These are, for example, our 

quiet crusaders and humanitarians.

In its transcendent form, this gift connects a person to deeply 

felt luminous ideals that possess timeless holistic value. For those 

with this gift, there is often a period during or after their NOTEs of 

navigating what is perceived as light vs. dark forces. Humanity’s 

interconnection becomes even clearer. Most significant is an 

awakening of one’s life mission, calling, or greater purpose and a 

strong impulse to carry this out.

The Social Gift (Extroverted Feeling)

This involves extensively and empathically tuning in to others and 

the social mood. It mobilizes us to seek and uphold social values that 

promote harmony and traditionally accepted standards. These are, 

for example, our team coaches and party hosts.

In its transcendent form, this gift experiences luminous empathy 

that is driven to create social harmony and benevolent action in the 

world. For those with this gift, NOTEs tend to heighten compassion 

and thoughtful action for others, as well as deepen attunement to 

social harmony and disharmony. The importance of loving and being 

loved is also magnified. 
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The Aesthetic Gift (Introverted Sensation)

This involves deep, intense inner sensations triggered by external 

stimuli. It spurs us to savor our subjective impressions, comparing 

them to past and age-old archetypal experiences as well as 

events yet to materialize. These are, for example, our composers  

and conservationists.

In its transcendent form, this gift perceives luminous innervations 

(i.e., enhanced perceptions) that transform outer objects in immanent 

ways. For those with this gift, their own journey and other people 

come to be seen as works of art. Creative flow is often awoken or 

boosted. These experiencers often have strong somatic experiences 

where energy is physically felt through the body. The everyday 

physical world becomes infused with spirit, taking on a magical  

or animistic aliveness.

The Realistic Gift (Extroverted Sensation)

This involves extensively accumulating actual and objective sensory-

based experiences in the world. It drives us to seek exciting, edgy, and 

novel stimuli in the moment. These are, for example, our adventurers 

and epicureans.

In its transcendent form, this gift perceives facts about 

the physical world in luminous ways with heightened access 

to what is in the present moment. It’s like a super-charged HD 

camera. For those with a strong preference for this gift, NOTEs 

can become a confirmation and enhancement of extraordinary 

human abilities, allowing for greater access to human potential via  

the physical senses. 
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The Visionary Gift (Introverted Intuition)

This involves perceiving the unseen processes that operate beyond 

and behind the physical world. It propels us to interact with visions 

of the future, archetypal imagery, symbolism, and the collective 

unconscious. These are, for example, our prophets and futurists.

In its transcendent form, this gift perceives luminous visions of 

images, symbols, and sequences that transcend ordinary time and 

space. For those with this gift, NOTEs reveal more open ways of being 

in personal and collective evolution. Experiencers may gain greater 

flexibility with psychic boundaries, which gives them more access to 

non-ordinary realms and phenomena. 

The Catalytic Gift (Extroverted Intuition)

This involves perceiving what’s possible and making it a reality 

in the world. It urges us to search out new potentials and seize 

enthusiastically upon new objects and situations. These are, for 

example, our entrepreneurs and catalysts.

In its transcendent form, this gift perceives luminous possibilities 

and catalyzes expansive potentials in the world. For those with a 

strong preference for this gift, NOTEs make the seemingly impossible 

possible. They find that not only are ways of being outside ordinary 

time and space possible, but it’s also possible to co-create with 

and for others from this space, manifesting new thought and form  

in the world. 
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This is only the tip of the iceberg of what I suspect will be a 

growing conversation about personality, NOTEs, and the frontiers of 

consciousness. We have so much yet to explore and discover about 

NOTEs, what results from them, and what could happen in our lives 

and in the world if more stories were shared.

When I think about the power of NOTEs to radically transform 

and expand our capacity for profound insight and effective action, 

it makes me feel hopeful that we could actually bring these 

transcendent gifts forward to solve the planet’s most pressing and 

entrenched problems. 
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HOw nOTes affeCT 

anD enHanCe  

flOw sTaTes

When Are You Most in Flow?

You know those moments when you’re doing something you love, 

and suddenly, time ceases to exist, and everything seems to 

move with graceful ease? Enter flow. 

Flow, according to positive psychologist Mihaly Csíkszentmihalyi, 

is “a state of joy, creativity and total involvement, in which 

problems seem to disappear and there is an exhilarating feeling of 

transcendence”.31 As the term implies, we are in flow when we enter 

a state of being that has a rhythm that is uniquely in tune with our 

experience. We’re in the zone. We lose track of time. The pleasant 

experiences of flow require focused concentration and reward us 
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with a deep satisfaction just in the doing of them, whether they be 

related to moving our bodies, contemplating ideas, or performing a 

task. A surfer may be in flow when riding a wave, a mathematician 

in flow when deciphering a puzzle, and a musician in flow when  

playing an instrument.

Given their transcendent nature and because they don’t typically 

happen every day, flow states can be considered a type of NOTE. 

However, they differ from other NOTEs we’ve been exploring to the 

extent that they are associated with low-entropic brain states, meaning 

a low disorder of consciousness. Csíkszentmihalyi found that flow is 

“the way people describe their state of mind when consciousness is 

harmoniously ordered”.32 This is an interesting comment because it 

indicates that flow is related to ego, our compass of consciousness. 

It appears, then, that NOTEs occur at both ends of the entropic brain 

spectrum, just in different ways.

NOTEs as a Pathway to Greater Flow

For some NOTEs experiencers, flow-like states can occur either 

during or as a result of their NOTEs. That sense of ease, joy, and 

clarity results from their evolving ability to express their natural and 

authentic self. NOTEs seem to increase the frequency of and aptitude 

for experiencing flow. In my research, experiencer accounts indicate 

the type of flow experienced as a result of these non-ordinary states 

is directly related to personality. In other words, who we naturally 

are and the way our consciousness is patterned seem to shape the 

flow experience that we have. Here are some examples:

Belle is 49 years old and lives in the USA. Her NOTEs started 

spontaneously in her early 30s, when she decided to make some 

significant life changes after several years of acute crises and 
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emotional abuse from her husband. 

She calls her experiences entering 

“The Abstract,” where over a period 

of several years she was “completely 

turned upside-down.” She feels this 

was a divine intervention that gave 

her the life skills to live in the more 

natural state of her true self. Her 

dominant gifts are the conceptual and 

idealistic. From a flow perspective, she said she used to be a very 

analytical thinker but now makes decisions and problem solves by 

becoming a “receiver” for her thoughts, actions, or ideas. In this way, 

she continues to be guided by what she perceives as a greater plan 

and underlying system at work. 

Josee is a 39-year-old hula hoop teacher and previous strip club 

entertainer who lives in England with her husband and three kids. 

As a young woman, she always felt something was missing in life. 

Then, a series of NOTEs in her late 30s led her to experience a rapid 

breakdown of her previous belief systems, urging her to explore 

deeply what it is to be a woman. Her dominant gifts are the visionary 

and aesthetic. As she became more embodied in her feminine form 

with the help of authentic dance and archetypal exploration, she 

tapped into flow states more and more. For her, flow is when she is 

“being danced,” where she brings her sensuality into the world and is 

sometimes not even aware she’s dancing. In these moments, dance 

is simultaneously intensely physical and a journey with archetypal 

goddess energies. 

NOTEs seem to increase 
the frequency of  
and aptitude for  

experiencing flow.
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Gabriel, whom we met earlier, talks about “the zone” of flow 

as accessing the superconscious mind. It allows him to receive 

knowledge about topics he previously had no information about. 

After his NOTEs, he realized he’d been doing this his whole life but 

had just put it down to a good imagination. From these thoughts, 

he’s been actively creating and shaping his reality, making success 

happen at an extraordinarily fast pace. His dominant gifts are the 

conceptual and catalytic. 

Nina, whom we also met earlier, has always been artistic. But 

after a near-death-like experience, where she had a life review and 

preview of her life to come, she felt an incredible urge to paint. Over 

the past several years, she’s done more than 160 paintings! She says 

they happen with the “flow of automation,” where there’s no thought 

involved. Instead, it feels like the art is being downloaded through her. 

The paintings provide healing and reveal spiritual truths encountered 

during her NOTEs. She experiences her art as a process overseen 

by the higher self that has its own natural rhythm and is spiritually 

purposeful. Her dominant gifts are the idealistic and aesthetic.

Again, we’ve just scratched the surface of a deeper dialogue 

about how personality, flow states, and NOTEs fit together. Accounts 

such as these point the way forward, but more rigorous examination 

of their interrelationship is needed. For now, there’s enough data to 

suggest that NOTEs can increase flow states and that those flow 

states are colored by the particular complexion of our personality.
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OPTimum ways TO 

wOrk wiTH nOTes 

During anD beyOnD 

THe exPerienCe

The Secret to Successfully Navigating  
Any Kind of NOTE

As we’ve seen, the issues that can arise during and after a NOTE 

are manifold. These experiences are unpredictable by their very 

nature. Benefits may come quickly and easily or only after a longer 

period of integration. Whether we ultimately find them beneficial 

or challenging or both will be not only a matter of time but also of 

personal circumstance. NOTEs bring us to a threshold, a moment 

when life can really shift gears, which is understandably both 
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thrilling and terrifying. Many experiencers get stuck here, lingering 

between the life that was, the life that is now, and the life that’s  

coming into being. 

There is, however, one supreme key that can help in any situation: 

Validation. 

The level of understanding and 

support we receive during and after 

NOTEs can make all the difference in 

our ability to integrate in a wholesome 

way these unusual experiences, no 

matter how distressing. Validation 

looks different to different people, but 

an open, receptive, and compassionate 

presence is essential so that 

experiencers have a trusted person with whom they can safely share 

and process their thoughts and feelings along the way. 

Here’s a list of ways in which experiencers have successfully 

found genuine and helpful validation. Different approaches will 

appeal to different people, so there’s no right way, only the way that’s 

most right for that person at any given time. 

A word of warning: It’s necessary to use discernment when 

sharing one’s experiences. If it doesn’t feel right, then it probably 

isn’t the best time, place, or person to share with. Trust your gut and 

let your deeper wisdom lead the way. 

Ways to validate NOTEs:

 • Speak with other NOTEs experiencers.

 • Have a trusted friend, family member, or loved one be with 

you in whatever way is most appropriate at the time.

Know that whatever 
you experience, you’re 
not alone as a NOTEs 

experiencer.
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 • Join an experiencer group 

in person or online, where 

stories, thoughts, feelings, and 

emerging issues can be shared 

and processed.

 • Find a therapeutic relationship 

where the NOTEs and their 

implications for healing and 

transformation can be explored 

as you address anything from the past that needs attention. 

 • Find a coach who knows how to help you process and 

integrate the NOTEs experience, and figure out how you want 

to move forward in life with the ahas gained.

 • Research the experience(s) so that you have a name for what 

occurred, better understand what happened, and can explore 

the latest findings about your experience.

 • Attend a conference or online symposium where NOTEs are 

discussed, and where experiences, findings, and resources 

are shared.

 • Attend a retreat or spiritual center that can adequately cater 

to experiencers and is a safe place to be with your NOTE as 

it unfolds.

Know that whatever you experience, you’re not alone as a NOTEs 

experiencer. It can certainly feel lonesome and alienating at times, 

particularly if you’re in a community where no one seems to know, 

understand, or care about what you’ve experienced. We feel more 

isolated from others if our experiences are completely unfamiliar 

even to us, the ones who are having them! Reaching out to others 

There is, however,  
one supreme key  

that can help in any 
situation: Validation.
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who can be compassionate with you during and after an experience, 

or who’ve walked a similar path, can make an immense difference in 

a NOTEs journey. With any luck, the more this conversation grows, 

the easier it will become for all of us to validate and be validated. 

Get to Know Your NOTEs

Braud, who gave us the term NOTEs, encouraged people to explore 

and inquire into these non-ordinary states. He said, “To know, to 

fully understand them, we must welcome them into our lives, must 

commune with them, assimilate them. We must dance and play with 

these experiences in their own territories, speak with them using 

their own languages”.33 To really understand our NOTEs, we must be 

willing to enter their world and welcome them into our lives as we 

would a special guest. The experience itself is just the beginning, like 

going on a first date. It’s in cultivating a relationship with our NOTEs 

beyond the initial encounter that we find the greatest benefits. 

There are numerous ways to 

get to better know your NOTEs. How 

you approach this will be guided by 

the types of experiences you had, 

the resources at your disposal, your 

creativity, ideas others share with 

you, what you feel guided to do, the 

instructions your NOTEs may have 

given you, and your personality. What’s 

important here is to follow whatever 

comes naturally to you and just feels 

right. It matters not if it’s what others 

are doing. The one thing we know 

To really understand  
our NOTEs, we must  

be willing to enter their 
world and welcome  

them into our lives as we 
would a special guest.  
The experience itself is 
just the beginning, like 
going on a first date.
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from NOTEs is that they’re a unique melody heard only between the 

experience and the experiencer, so figuring out a way that honors 

both you and the NOTE is essential. Like any relationship, ultimately 

your particular partnership must figure out its own evolving dynamic. 

During and following a NOTE, 

many experiencers have heightened 

creativity. Creativity comes in infinite 

forms, and how one creates has a 

lot to do with personality. For some, 

it comes through ideas, for others 

the body, for others actions, etc. As 

a useful channel of expression and 

exploration, creativity not only gives 

the NOTE a voice but also gives the 

human mind a means of understanding 

what the NOTE wants to say. Creative 

expression can also lead to a way of 

better communicating with others about the NOTE. Given that NOTEs 

speak their own language, using whatever expressive medium one 

feels prompted to play with enables this language to come to life. 

And as with learning any language, the more we immerse ourselves 

in the foreign context of the NOTE and communicate with its native 

speakers (symbols, insights, visions, emotions, energy), the more 

fluent we become. 

Your NOTEs Autobiography

One fabulous way to explore how your NOTEs fit into the arc of your 

life is by sketching and writing out a NOTEs autobiography. This 

activity is adapted from Rhea White’s34 pioneering research into 

The one thing we  
know from NOTEs is  
that they’re a unique 
melody heard only 

between the experience 
and the experiencer,  

so figuring out a way that 
honors both you and  

the NOTE is essential.
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exceptional human experiences. She believed telling the story of 

one’s NOTEs is a great way of documenting the actual experience 

and deciphering its aftereffects. She also found that people often 

leave out descriptions of NOTEs in their life story even though the 

experiences may be a most pivotal point. By revisiting our life story 

from the perspective of NOTEs, we may come to see ourselves and 

our lives in new and empowered ways. 

Here’s how to visually sketch out and write your NOTEs autobiography 

in four easy steps:

1. Recall as far back as you can any non-ordinary experiences 

or encounters you’ve had. List them up until the present day. 

Even the most seemingly insignificant experiences may be an 

important part of a larger picture, so also include them. 

2. On a big sheet of paper, create a timeline of your life. Get 

creative and be playful with this line. It could be vertical or 

horizontal, a spiral, a squiggle with twists and turns, a map 

with territories, etc. Plot along the timeline each of your 

NOTEs. Then add other significant life events that occurred 

along the way. As you’re doing this, reflect upon the overall 

flow and sequence of events as well as any connections 

between them. 

3. Now, it’s time to weave the story together. Using the chart 

you’ve mapped out as a reference, tell the story of this 

character (you) and how your life has unfolded. Pay particular 

attention to the NOTEs that arouse a sense of wonder, awe,  

fear, trepidation, or curiosity in you. Ask yourself if they 

changed the course of your life in some way. Do the experiences 

reveal something about your capabilities? In what way have 

the NOTEs created a blueprint for your life? If you don’t enjoy 

writing, try speaking it aloud into a voice recorder so you can 

listen back or talk it out with a trusted friend. 
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4. When telling the story up to the present day feels complete, 

contemplate how you’d like these experiences to inform 

and guide your present life and the future. If each NOTE 

represented a seed of potential planted along your life path, what 

kind of garden do you want to cultivate moving forward? Write 

it down. Now, summarize your thoughts into a brief intention, 

statement, or image and keep it where you’ll see it daily. 

Optimize Your Well-Being Wheel

The latest definition of well-being has expanded to encompass six 

nuanced dimensions of life’s highs and lows. Well-being is no longer 

thought of as just being healthy, happy, and living the good life. 

Recent research now recognizes that what we consider challenging 

experiences are, along with pleasurable ones, an important part of 

a fuller and ultimately more satisfying life. Modern psychology has 

taken a while to confirm the wisdom 

of our elders, who likely tried to tell 

us that the hard stuff of life can’t be 

avoided and may end up benefiting 

us in surprising ways. By letting 

our challenges become the fertile 

compost that nurtures our growth 

and well-being over the long haul of 

our lives, we grow from a tiny seed 

to a mighty oak. Well-being can’t 

be cultivated overnight; rather, it’s 

a process we engage consciously  

throughout our lifetime. 

By letting our  
challenges become the 

fertile compost that 
nurtures our growth  

and well-being over the  
long haul of our lives,  

we grow from a tiny seed  
to a mighty oak.
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These are the six life dimensions we need for overall well-being35: 

Zone 1: Sense of life purpose, meaning, and direction

Zone 2: Use of our personal talents and potentials

Zone 3: Sense of autonomy and the ability to live in accord with  

 our personal convictions

Zone 4: Depth of connection with significant others

Zone 5: Mastery over our environment and life situations

Zone 6: Knowledge and acceptance of ourselves and our  

 limitations
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So how does this relate to NOTEs? It just so happens that 

all six dimensions are recurrent themes in the stories of NOTEs 

experiencers. NOTEs often act like super-growth fertilizer, prompting 

quantum leaps in several or all dimensions in the experiencer’s life. 

This may sound great at first, but like any sudden growth spurt, after 

exhilaration can come disorientation if the changes are not well 

grounded. Like puberty, psycho-spiritual growth can feel awkward 

and downright awful at times. Yet if we manage to persist and work 

with the changes in whatever form they come, the rewards are grand. 

Coaching Tip

For those who like self-assessments, go ahead and rate each 

dimension on the Well-being Wheel from 1 to 10 as it currently is in 

your life. Be true to you and go with your immediate response. 

Next, ask yourself where you would ideally like each life zone to be. 

Now, list three ways you’re going to shift from where you are to 

where you’d like to be. Keep it simple, doable, and practical. Feel into 

what naturally motivates you to grow in that direction, not marching 

orders based on what you think you should do. No prizes here for 

being perfect! There’s no gold medal or accolades waiting for you at 

some imaginary finish line. This is an activity to support your ongoing 

life enrichment. Ask yourself: What is most delicious to me?

Now, select one life zone to take action on immediately and 

begin to do something to promote change today. Start small. In the 

following weeks, make your action a repeatable practice until it 

becomes a habit. Tweak as necessary. Don’t try making change in all  

zones at once. 
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When you feel at ease with the changes you’ve made, then add 

something new. Go gently. Remember, real change takes time and 

requires love, patience, dedication, trial, and error. No one learned 

to walk in a day. All we’re doing here is getting into more direct 

alignment with our core nature to foster integrity with self and others, 

and to nurture greater life satisfaction. Changes in one life zone will 

ripple out toward the others, so know that any effort in one area will 

positively affect the whole as long as it’s aligned with whatever gives 

you a sense of greater well-being. 

Finally, as you’re the only one who will actually make these 

changes, commit yourself to a level of self-care and self-compassion 

that will support your transformation. Ultimately, no one is a better 

coach and guide for you than you!
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Love. It’s the most powerful force in our known universe. There 

isn’t much most of us wouldn’t do for someone we love. When we 

have love goggles on, the world looks different. We forgive faster. 

We flex and bend. We act readily. We make ourselves available. We 

say yes. We sacrifice. We give generously. We trust. We grow. We 

nurture. At some point or another in 

our lives, we’ve all experienced some 

form of love and know that it’s food for 

the body, mind, heart, and soul.

One of the most striking features 

of NOTEs is their ability to enhance our 

understanding and experience of love. 

Regardless of the type of NOTE and 

Love. It’s the most 
powerful force in our 

known universe.
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personal characteristics of the experiencer, there’s a high likelihood 

that love was experienced as a significant player somewhere in or 

after the process. Not only can NOTEs infinitely expand our experience 

of what love is, but also we can discover new ways of loving others. 

But what exactly do we mean by love? According to Jungian analyst 

Robert Johnson,36 the English language shows poor awareness when 

it comes to love. Sanskrit has 96 ways to describe it, ancient Persian 

has 80, Greek has three, but we only have one word. One! This 

appalling lack of options makes it difficult for NOTEs experiencers 

to describe the many nuanced ways in which love plays a role in 

their experience. As a step toward building our language’s love 

vocabulary, let me share how some 

experiencers describe love from a 

NOTEs perspective. This list is by no 

means exhaustive. In fact, it’s just 

one entry in an infinitely expanding 

dictionary of love, to which we each 

can make a contribution. As you go 

through the list, you may relate or 

find yourself naming your own forms 

of love. Fabulous!

Love as Unconditional

Julka: “The biggest lesson I learned through my 20-year journey is 

that... you’re here to learn how to love, how to collect as much love 

within yourself as possible, and how to share the love with others, 

how to give out the love from your inner self, how to work with the 

love, or rather, how to serve people around you using the love. I’m 

talking unconditional love.” 

Not only can NOTEs 
infinitely expand our 
experience of what  

love is, but also we can 
discover new ways  

of loving others.
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Belle: “There’s unconditional love on the other side. I mean, what else 

would there be if there weren’t all the human hang-ups in the way?”

Love as Spiritual Awakener 

Nina: “Every time this energy pulsated out, it touched me in my 

heart area and it entered my body. It was just overwhelming. Just 

incredible. Of love. Of incredible power. It filled my whole body, and 

by the time it reached my head, it was like I had a mind explosion. It 

sounds crazy, but I just entered another reality. I call it the heaven 

reality. I had that kind of Godhead experience.”

Deion: “I can’t really describe it other than a je ne sais quoi of a 

spiritual experience... It was a feeling of rightness and security in the 

world that everything was fine and good and there was no sense of 

future or past. Everything is comfy, everything is fine, I love and I am 

loved and it’s just magical and wonderful.”

Darian: “[I] have a perspective that basically says everything is 

perfect the way it is... There are so many beliefs about how we all 

need other people or we need love. Well, do we? Do we really need 

them, or is it just nice to have them around?”

Love as Dissolver of Boundaries

Bodhi: “What I experienced during the near death was an encounter 

with a Buddha who knew me intimately... I felt like I went into another 

dimension... I was merging with the Buddha. We had a virtual 

embrace. Extraordinarily profound.”
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Love as Emotional Enricher
Joelle: “During the [NOTEs] episodes, I’d experience all kinds of 

different emotions. I’d experience these euphoric states and it’d be like 

I could feel universal love everywhere. It was just an overwhelming 

experience.”

Josee: “I was always thinking, ‘Is this from the heart? Is it the mind? 

Am I doing it right?’ Until somehow, you suddenly feel like ‘Oh yeah, 

this is coming from the heart,’ and you can feel it. It’s different.”

Love as Creative Expression

Celeste: “Expressing myself though art allows me to express the love 

I have for the universe.”

Talia: “[During a NOTE] I put on ‘Islands in the Stream,’ [a love song] 

by Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers. In it, I really felt they were singing 

directly to me... I made a whole other concoction of the story... that 

he and I were going to sail away to another world. That was the most 

beautiful experience ever.”

Love as Support 

Leigh: “I’d swing into these very, very high places where I felt very 

much at one with God... I felt very much like He was holding me. I felt 

very taken care of. I felt so held... I’d [feel] above everything, like it 

doesn’t matter what happens to me because I’m so loved and have so 

much support around me.”
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Raani: “[In] the upper world... [these beings] were hooded and there 

was this sense of peace, something I’ve never felt and don’t know if 

I can ever feel on this plane, this sense of being welcomed [and] just 

this loving energy that’s so expansive. You don’t know where it starts 

or where it ends. It just fills your whole being.”

Danica: “[An] angelic being came... It had like a haze around it, like 

there was light coming out of it. In the center of that being was light, 

and it was surrounding that being. Just showing so much love and 

support.”

Love as God

Stella: “I went forward and flew into [God’s] arms and we embraced, 

and it was so wonderful. I don’t know how to describe how happy I 

was. I felt so safe and loved, and I knew that God was like that for 

everybody. God loves every one of us.”

Love as Interconnection

Jason: “[The NOTE] was a sense of feeling oneness and 

interconnection... and benevolence in the world... [It] led me to taking 

the journey to find my self-worth and be in a position where I could 

love someone who was a lot healthier.”

Love as Who We Are

Claire: “When there’s the realization of consciousness, of who we 

really are, that changes everything about the human life, about this 

human system... It changes heart. Heart becomes what it is.”
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Love as Bliss
Kiran: “[During the NDE] I was in such peace and bliss. It felt normal. 

I describe it as the most loving experience I’ve ever felt. Sometimes, 

you know, you yearn for an experience like that.”

Love as Consciousness

Lukas: “I realized the light beams coming off this being of light were 

not really light, they were rays of different types of consciousness... 

The white gold was a ray of knowledge, and I just understood things 

and my mind came alive and vibrated with understanding... The pink 

one was just love, and I understood just how much this being cares 

for every particle of life... Every molecule. Every atom. Every person. 

Every ant. Everything. It was just orgasmic.”

Love as the Foundation of All That Is 

Gabriel: “[I had] this understanding that it all operates purely on love 

and that the other emotions are just human emotions we experience 

when we don’t see it. They’re designed to help us learn... When I got 

to the point where I saw my version of God... it was these shimmering 

panels of gold and white light. This full love-type emotion took over, 

and this vibration ended up also enveloping me.”

Bianca: “I returned with the knowledge that the only thing that 

matters is love, that we are really all one unified energy even though 

we’re also individuals.”
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Vive La RevoLOVEtion!
Imagine if we were handed a robust vocabulary for love the day we 

were born. Imagine if, from the outset, we knew how many different 

kinds of love were available to us. Imagine if we were taught that 

this force called love was infinite in scope and manifestation, 

and that we could be active co-creators of it. Imagine if we were 

encouraged to experience, explore, and interact with this force. 

Imagine if we were taught that love could be an invitation to penetrate 

deeper into our very existence, an invitation that gets louder as the 

challenges and suffering of the world become harder to endure. And 

imagine if we were open to the idea that love could be a strange 

and beautiful paradox, where our deepest wounds sit beside our 

greatest joys, like ancient companions perfectly comfortable in one  

another’s silent company. 

This door is always open to us. NOTEs can act like a boot in 

the bum through this doorway. This doesn’t mean one has to be 

a NOTEs experiencer to step toward greater love. Anyone can 

experience love and choose to be an active agent of love. NOTEs 

experiencers, however, may have a 

unique role to play in helping build 

the love database. As NOTEs bring 

us to the edges of consciousness 

and of our known world, sharing our 

experiences from these frontiers 

will inevitably help us collectively  

grow in love. 

And that, in my opinion, is perhaps the most important  

benefit of NOTEs. They wake us up (and shake us up) to love more 

freely and fiercely. Goodness knows the world could do with a  

whole lot more of that. 

Anyone can experience 
love and choose to be an 

active agent of love.
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What Will Your Legacy Be?

Eventually, the fateful day comes when we each leave this life. 

When it does, our wealth, job, or social status won’t matter. What 

will matter is how we made others think and feel, what choices we 

made, and how we spent our precious time. It’s the values we lived 

by and the quality of each and every encounter we had. This is our 

legacy once we’re gone, and it’s how we lead while still around. 

Of course, leadership takes on many forms depending on one’s 

culture, character, interests, gifts, and the issues of the day that need 

addressing. Playing the larger-than-life character on an international 
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stage is not the only way to be a leader. There are as many ways to 

lead on this planet as there are people; it’s simply a matter of finding 

and refining one’s own way. 

NOTEs often have a profound impact on how a person chooses to 

navigate his life and contribute to the lives of others. An experience 

may be so impactful that it radically changes a person’s life trajectory, 

especially if that life hadn’t been genuinely fulfilling, wholesome, or 

aligned with what they really wanted. NOTEs have a strong tendency 

to steer an experiencer’s life course in a direction that more and more 

aligns with the core values of the authentic self, toward meaningful 

purpose and genuine contribution to the lives of others. They can 

be a serious wake-up call. Many experiencers develop a deep 

desire to assist other experiencers and to share widely the wisdom 

awakened though their NOTEs. It can even feel as though we have 

been bestowed a mandate to be fulfilled in this lifetime, giving us the 

courage, conviction, and cojones to walk a path of great uncertainty.

Ordinary People, Extraordinary Lives

Here are some experiencer stories of NOTEs directly influencing life 

and leadership. Some lead loudly and others quietly, but each does 

so with a sense of purpose uniquely shaped by their personality, 

expertise, and experiences. The soul fire and deep dedication fueling 

their chosen way shines through. In all cases, there’s a sense of 

contribution to something much larger than the individual, a classic 

theme among NOTEs experiencers. 

For years, Jason lived a pretty unhappy existence. He couldn’t 

secure work he liked, his marriage had broken down, and he felt 

stuck. As a youth, he’d yearned to find the meaning of life, but by his 
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late 20s, he’d become despondent, confused, and depressed. That all 

changed the day he asked the universe for a sign and happened to 

come across a book on the archetypal hero’s journey. As he sat on 

the grass reading the book, he had a grand epiphany. In one instant, 

he got complete clarity about all his previous painful experiences and 

his new life path. He was overcome with a sense of interconnected 

purpose and oneness. Everything suddenly made sense, and he 

knew life was beginning again at that moment. 

In the years after the NOTE, the template of the hero’s journey 

not only helped him heal from his past but also gave him a clear 

map of the road ahead. Now in his 40s, he guides others through 

their own hero’s journey while out in the wilderness, helping them 

to transition out of a life focused on mere day-to-day existence 

toward the adventure of a life that is more authentic, connected, and 

satisfying. Jason’s dominant gifts are the conceptual and idealistic. 

Bodhi had his first NOTE in 1969, when he “went off the deep end.” 

He experienced altered states of consciousness for days on end, 

something not so out of place in the American counterculture of the 

1960s, when a youthful generation believed they were ushering in the 

Aquarian Age. During this time, he fell three stories off a balcony and 

into an NDE where he encountered and embraced the Buddha, saw 

his own life review, and was told it wasn’t his time yet. Soon after, 

he was diagnosed with schizophrenia and admitted to a psychiatric 

ward, where for six months, he lived through heaven and hell realms, 

and encountered dakinis (female deities). These images were to 

become central to the spiritual practices he’d engage throughout his 

lifetime, eventually finding his home in Tibetan Buddhism. Despite 

losing his voice and much of his hearing at 48 after surviving life-

threatening throat cancer, at 66, he’s now in training to be a Tibetan 
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Buddhist chaplain. Bodhi sees his task as helping others where he 

can by drawing on his history and experiences. He is committed 

to alleviating the suffering of all beings. His dominant gifts are the 

idealistic and aesthetic.

Joelle is a single mom living in Spain, who was raised Jewish in 

America. Her dominant gifts are the visionary and idealistic. She was 

always highly sensitive, and because of a family history of mental 

health problems, she’d always feared going crazy. She recalls several 

NOTEs throughout her life, but the big transformative one occurred 

after she and her then-husband moved abroad. At that time, she 

was heavily practicing manifestation through the Law of Attraction. 

The universe stepped into gear, she felt euphoric, and she could 

see different dimensions simultaneously but couldn’t get it to stop. 

Her husband, a prominent spiritual teacher, freaked out. She found 

herself trapped between realities and was hospitalized, diagnosed 

as having a brief psychotic episode. She then lived in hiding for 

many years, medicated, while her husband continually invalidated 

her experiences, and she continued to swing between the spirit and 

material world. Her husband even introduced into their marriage 

another woman whom he believed could heal her, an arrangement 

she endured for four years. 

One day, she “woke up” and started researching spiritual 

emergencies online. She found thousands of others who’d experienced 

something similar and eventually confronted her husband. She 

now sees these experiences as an initiation and cleansing of this 

lifetime. She changed course in her life and now incorporates her 

understanding of empathy, narcissism, and self-healing in her work 

as a yoga teacher, bodyworker, and nutritionist. Through this difficult 

journey, she found her purpose of bringing heaven to earth and is 

now committed to helping others see their life purpose. 
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Celeste was raised in a Christian household, but her childhood 

was marked by some violent experiences, including being stabbed 

twice by her father. As a teen, she witnessed her brother go through 

a spiritual crisis. Then at 24, her mother passed away, and she fell 

out with her “Bible-thumping” brother. These experiences made 

her lose faith and become an atheist. In 2013, her own spiritual 

crisis began, resulting in hospitalization and a two-year journey 

of working through and integrating her NOTEs. She calls this time 

“a metamorphosis of the soul” and through it was given the gift of 

knowing God and confidence in humanity. The journey prompted her 

to ask whether bipolar disorder could be some form of awakening, 

an idea supported by some in the field of transpersonal psychology. 

This finding helped her reframe her experiences, begin to come off 

medication, and find alternate ways to heal. She now has a zest for 

life and found her calling to be a spiritual emergence counselor in 

the field of mental health. Her intention is to open a clinic for other 

experiencers. Her dominant gifts are the realistic and idealistic. 

Bianca, who lives in a small American rural town, was once a 

librarian. Her dominant gifts are the conceptual and aesthetic. Three 

years ago, she became very ill with an infection, went into septic 

shock, and her body began shutting down. She experienced an OBE 

where she saw the hospital staff working on her body and was given 

a 50/50 chance of survival. Six hours later, she had an NDE where 

she suddenly found herself surrounded by a universe of stars and 

darkness. She recalls it felt completely normal and she laughed 

because she still had the same dorky intellect. When she returned to 

her body, it was like an inner tag team, where one version of herself 

had left while another, higher-awareness self took up the baton of 

her life, accompanied by two light entities. 
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She came back with an immense sense of gratitude, the 

knowledge that only love matters, the ability to heal others, and 

the power to see things others can’t. She had to stop working as a 

librarian because there was too much information she could read 

coming off people’s energy fields. For some time, she questioned 

what she was meant to do with all this, but eventually, she learned 

to trust her abilities. These days, people come to her for answers, 

and she provides psychic counseling. She also supports in her small 

town a group of youths who have the ability to see spirits. Though 

she suspects there’s more to come, she trusts that she is doing what 

she’s supposed to and meeting the people she ought to.

Darian is a 62-year-old psychologist. He used to have preferences 

for the conceptual and abstract, but since his NOTE, he resonates 

more with the realistic, aesthetic, and idealistic gifts. Throughout 

his adult years, he struggled with depression, anxiety, or both, and 

tried numerous methods of healing, including medication, shamanic 

processes, energy medicine, energy healers, meditation, psychics, 

and psychological processes. Nothing really seemed to provide a 

permanent shift. 

In the midst of one of his worst depressive-anxious episodes ever, 

he attempted to cure himself by doing nothing but reading spiritual 

texts for three months. This triggered a slow-burn shift within him 

that first revealed an “all paths lead to the truth” perspective, which 

then evolved to an “all paths lead away from the truth” perspective. 

He calls it an unlearning that eventually shifted him into a space of 

not knowing, not caring to know, and not needing to know. Ever since, 

he’s been able to find joy wherever he is. He describes it like a GPS 

that recalibrates in each moment so that every direction is the right 

direction, as though the universe is constantly recalculating based 
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on whatever change occurs. As a psychologist and therapist, he no 

longer views others in terms of pathology or a measure of what 

sound mental health should be. Rather than judging the situation the 

client is in, he sees it all as fine and simply works with the issue his 

client thinks is a problem. 

Lukas is a graphic designer and music composer. His dominant 

gifts are the aesthetic, idealistic, and visionary. His first NOTE came 

as a child, when he had a spontaneous awakening experience. In the 

1960s, he had another transformative NOTE with LSD, and then the 

“big one” when living in an ashram in the 1970s. It’s now been 40 

years since his major “mind-blowing” experience, but he continues to 

have minor epiphanies all the time. He resonates with the idea that 

it’s about the little things one does in life and that just by being who 

you are, it’s possible to be a light in the world. One doesn’t necessarily 

have to do anything profound. Lukas, nonetheless, continues to have 

a dream of gathering with other spiritually inclined people to use 

workshops and music to raise consciousness, hoping for the divine 

essence he experienced to somehow fuse into the music and reach 

others. 

Stella had her first NOTE at age 23, when she was weighed 

down by the world’s violence and had given up on life. One night in 

bed, she opened her eyes and found herself in “The Light,” where 

she met God. Sixteen years later, while sitting next to her husband 

on the sofa reading a book as he watched TV, she turned the last 

page and suddenly found herself in another realm. In this place, 

she became Socrates, who was in a conversation with Plato, Jesus, 

and others about how the people of earth have become spiritually 

disconnected and misinterpreted religion. Instantaneously, her views 

on spirit, religion, and existence itself completely flipped. Later, she 
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met three other people from other parts of the USA who had the  

same recollection of this exact NOTE, though from different 

perspectives. Then, when the Twin Towers were hit on 9/11, she 

received a vision of Creation and why life on earth is designed the way 

it is, with its dualities. These three NOTEs affected her so profoundly 

that she’s since written a book about each experience to share the 

information received. She also volunteers as a moderator on a forum 

for NOTEs experiencers, helping others integrate their experiences 

and making sure they have a safe space to share. She feels a sense 

of mission through this service, allowing her to raise awareness 

that encounters with the non-ordinary are real and valuable. Her 

dominant gifts are the idealistic, visionary, and conceptual.

Entering the Market

There’s a famous series of ten pictures in Buddhism that depict  

an ox herder and an ox. It’s a clever and simple metaphor for 

the journey of awakening. The final picture is called Entering the 

Market and depicts the moment the ox herder reenters the world, 

the marketplace, in service to others. He’s bare chested, barefoot, 

open-handed, and laughter fills his face. His body is said to be 

overflowing with life energy and his 

being filled with compassionate love. 

He is as he is. He has no need to 

flaunt mystic or divine powers, yet 

as he walks along, withered trees 

are said to begin flowering. It’s much 

like the final stage of the hero’s 

journey, when one must reenter 

the ordinary world after a series of  

extraordinary adventures.

The awakening of  
our true nature and the 
desire to live up to our 
potential is beautiful  
and truly awesome.
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The awakening of our true nature 

and the desire to live up to our potential 

is beautiful and truly awesome. 

Whether it happens spontaneously or 

through conscientious effort matters 

not. The more important point is what 

we do with this consciousness that’s 

more awake and expanded than it 

previously was. From my work with 

many NOTE-able people and from 

personal experience, I’ve come to understand that this is perhaps 

the most challenging and least addressed aspect of transformation. 

Integration, or figuring out how to be with others in fruitful and 

meaningful ways, requires continual commitment and time. It’s also 

a continually shifting and evolving co-creative process. As the ox-

herding picture suggests, choosing to share oneself with the world 

naked and joyfully, in whatever way one best can, is truly noble. 

In the end, it’s not about the path we took or the experiences 

we had, however fascinating they may be. It’s what we leave in the 

hearts, minds, and spirits of others, for generations to come that will 

be the mark of our true leadership. 

Pioneers of Evolution

Over the years, many wisdom paths and visionaries have foreseen 

a new kind of human who will have to address the dangers that 

threaten life on earth. It’s safe to say this time has come and these 

prophecies call to those with the ears to hear right now. But rather 

than an age of spiritual superheroes coming to the rescue, it appears 

we’ve entered a time where the task is for ordinary people to be, do, 

and work with something extraordinary.

It’s what we leave  
in the hearts, minds, 

and spirits of others, for 
generations to come that 
will be the mark of our 

true leadership.
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The sobering reality is that  what 

happens to life  on this great rock 

hurtling through space is largely up 

to each and every one of us. We’ve 

become poor custodians of a home 

that is given freely. We’ve lost our 

ability to responsibly manage our air, 

water, and land, and to cohabitate as 

one family with all other life-forms. 

If we humans perish, the bruise we 

leave on this planet may last a millennium or so, but the earth itself 

will be just fine without us. If we want to sustain life here, however, 

enough of us must manage to change our ways toward a more 

sustainable reality. I believe the latter option is entirely possible and 

that NOTEs are an important part of the solution. 

We know that NOTEs are a powerful means to experience the 

outer reaches of human consciousness. We also know that from that 

deep space of human potential, we can find wise solutions to our 

current predicaments, whether they be personal or collective. This 

space is the playground of creativity, genius, and inspiration, and 

it’s from here that we, as adventurers in consciousness, can bring 

back novel solutions for our tired earthly problems and do things 

differently. We’re in an era where active citizenship in the world isn’t 

just a right; it’s a requirement. We need to bring all that we can to the 

table, especially expanded states of consciousness. 

We are continually giving birth to ourselves. We have the 

opportunity to uncover even more of this marvelous experience 

called being human on our incredible earth home. If life is freely 

given, then why not fully use it? Why not stretch to the limits of what’s 

We’ve entered a time 
where the task is for 

ordinary people to be, do, 
and work with something 

extraordinary.
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possible simply because we can? Why not live on the outer edges of 

consciousness, expanding our sense of self, and diving deep when 

great oceans appear? Why not fall in love with the human condition 

in all its crazy, messy, beautiful contradictions? Why not, like a surfer, 

ride the waves of cosmic forces just for the thrill of it and see where 

it can take us?

We’re in this together, after all. 

Want to play?
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